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Description

A fundamental problem facing researchers studying the system software for extreme scale computing is that much of the target hardware technology and architecture is unsettled. In fact, some of the technology may not even be available for years. This poses a very significant challenge because historically operating and runtime system research has been very empirical. Some questions can only be answered through parameter studies on running prototypes or by observing systemic effects of large ensembles of prototypes. But clearly, waiting for the hardware to appear before starting any Operating System/Runtime (OS/R) software investigation is unacceptable.

This paper advocates for a research regime that would conduct experiments by implementing OS/R research prototypes on collections of Abstract Machines (AMs) which, in turn, are realized on a cluster of FPGA nodes. The AMs would be assembled from range of architectural components representative of future Exascale technologies currently under investigation by the hardware community.

There are significant advantages to this approach.

- Emulation is fast and scalable, decreasing the time-to-discovery.
- As the future of extreme scale computing unfolds, OS/R researchers can narrow the range of candidate AMs and refine the relevant AMs.
- By its very nature, this approach has a strong potential for hardware/software co-design of the system software.
- In this regime, AMs can be automatically instrumented (and reinstrumented) to collect performance information at run-time. It is ripe with opportunities to automate and aggregate the collection of such information.
- This approach has the ability to inject environmental effects at multiple levels — from minute bit flips to stopping whole cores. It has the ability to inject noise (without necessarily causing faults) into smaller scale ensembles to recreate systemic effects found in very large systems.

Many of the weaknesses of this approach can be mitigated. Certainly, the development of AMs on FPGAs is not trivial. However, with standard interfaces and the use of components, the number of AMs can grow by “mixing and matching” components to create new architectures. Likewise, a significant body of existing work can be leveraged to form an emerging library of AM components. Another legitimate concern is the emulation’s significant of the loss of fidelity. (We are referring to the loss of fidelity in terms of the component’s ability to model the cycles to completion, not its functional correctness.) Positive results under this regime will require additional, follow-on validation studies.

To make this approach more concrete, consider three examples. RedSharc (REconfigurable Data-Stream Hardware software ARCHitecture) is an example of an abstract machine that was directly realized on an FPGA. This system implemented a DARPA(PCA)-developed Streaming Virtual Machine (SVM).\(^1\) It is an excellent example of an unconventional architecture executing at a substantial fraction of its theoretical speed. However, this would not have been possible had the AM been developed for another target, say custom CMOS or

\(^{1}\text{RedSharc was introduced in } [\text{Schmidt et al., 2010}] \text{ and discussed in this context at a recent DOE workshop } [\text{Booth et al., 2011}]\)
ASIC. This is because the HDL for these other targets would have been grossly inefficient when synthesized for an FPGA fabric.

Likewise, it is extremely simple to implement a multicore AM of soft processors that run Linux [Sass and Schmidt, 2010] and open source MPI implementations. With the right tools [Rajasekhar et al., 2012, 2008] research assistants can focus on the OS/R aspects and not the development process.

Finally, to give a sense of what is possible, a system currently under development will implement an AM of a multi-core chip with differentiated processor cores (similar to the Fresh Breeze project [Dennis et al., 2011]). Although we have not done this, it would be straightforward to directly implement an AM that emulates Hybrid Memory Core (ie. 3D memory sitting upon a collection of cores) system by mapping individual cores to physical memory channels on the FPGA.

Assessment

Below we address the call for paper’s specific rubric questions, one per paragraph.

The ability to **effectively** study OS/R issues by **direct observation** is the primary challenge addressed. OS/R experiments will execute on hardware, albeit much slower than the ultimate target technology. Other approaches (such as software simulation) are intractable due to the sheer number of interacting components required to make meaningful systemic observations.

Although using FPGAs for emulation is not novel, applying it to OS/R research is. For this reason, we argue that the core idea is mature and well-established.

If not for the scale of the problem (number of components, threads, hierarchies involved), other approaches would be suitable. For other programs that can use these simpler approaches (embedded or RTOS research, for example), the proposed approach is overkill. **This makes it less likely to be funded by other research programs.**

Unlike using FPGAs for CMOS chip design verification or cycle-accurate simulation of processors, the proposed AMs are intended to be realized on FPGAs. This is a subtle but critical difference. It sacrifices some component fidelity (cycle accuracy not functional correctness) to increase component density yielding much larger systems. The **novelty of this approach lies in its ability to observe the effects of OS/R design decisions on systemic performance.**

That said, as the broader Exascale research agenda advances, one could introduce cycle-accurate components with value to the architecture community. This is especially true if a **hardware/software co-design experiment that emerged from an OS/R regime resulted in data that informed the architecture community.**

Presently there are small systems (64 FPGA nodes) that demonstrate the ability to implement AMs. The system software required to manage many node systems has been developed. Advanced research demonstrates the feasibility of the automated instrumentation and performance monitoring. Many examples of hardware/software co-design of the OS/R exist. (See bibliography.) However, **to be effective,**

- much larger collections of FPGAs are needed
- more automation of experiments
- additional AM innovation

Related Work

Industry has, for decades, used FPGAs for Design Verification (DV) to vet custom chips for functionality before developing masks. More recently, university-driven research has begun using FPGAs to replace cycle-accurate software simulations with cycle-accurate hardware emulations [RAMP, 2012]. Both of these approaches focus narrowly on (single core) node performance which was paramount in the past but, unfortunately, does not capture systemic effects that emerge in extreme scale systems.

Recent endeavors have begun to use multi-level simulation and emulation techniques that incorporate FPGAs and software simulation of specific components [Rodrigues, 2012, Shalf, 2012, Shalf et al., 2011]. This is likely to be a huge boon for architecture research but its focus is application-driven.

Fortunately, there has been significant interest in using FPGAs to study system resilience [Sass et al., 2009, Schmidt et al., 2011, Mendon et al., 2012], OS/R hardware/software co-design [Gao et al., 2010, Mendon et al., 2009], and future system (on/off-chip) interconnects [Schmidt et al., 2010, Kritikos et al., 2011, Schmidt et al., 2012], and automated performance monitoring [Huang et al., 2010].
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